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This week at Cannabis City, we are gearing up for the holiday weekend and running a
variety of promotions to assure you have the best Memorial Day yet! Scroll down to learn
more about our holiday deals, our tour of Sky High, our featured product DOSE oil, where
to go to ask our Dr. your cannabis questions, and how to up your smores game!

Sky High Gardens
This week Cannabis City had the
opportunity to tour Sky High Gardens!
Located right down the street from our
store, they pride themselves on growing
only the highest quality cannabis. One
way they assure this is by harvesting
product every 16 days. This way, they
always have the freshest product
available. They also have a 45-day glass
cure on all their buds, which reduces the
harshness of the smoke and creates a
better tasting product. As if that isn't
enough, Sky High Gardens finishes it right
and hand rolls each-and-every pre-roll. It
doesn't get much more handcrafted than
that! View the video below to learn more
about this great local company.

Sky High Gardens

Dose Oil
Dose utilized both the SuperCritical CO2
process and a proprietary HydroCarbon
extraction method. Our CO2 process
encompasses our sophisticated postprocessing techniques resulting in a
superior and safer way to enjoy the
Cannabis plant. The Dose Extract team
has years of experience in both Medical
and Adult Use products. We have run
literally thousands of extractions on the
most state of the art equipment money
can buy.
Our automation and skills give us excellent and consistent test results and satisfied
customers. Taste and feel the Dose difference!
Dose Oil currently supplies Cannabis City with Co2 and distillate cartridges, hydrocarbon
wax and both of their topicals; CBD Lotion and CBD Massage Cream.

The Dr. is In!
Dr. James has been a nurse practitioner
for over 20 years and is the owner and
founder of Cannabis City. To help better
serve you, we now have a section on our
website that allows our customers to ask
him questions.

Ask Dr. Lathrop

Step up your smores game with 4.20 bar minis!

Our simple and easy recipe is sure to make your Memorial Day the best one yet!
CLICK HERE to view recipe.
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The Future is Now with Online Ordering.
Have you checked out our online ordering? Not only
can you skip the lines, but we also have online only
deals. Preorder online from our website
www.cannabiscity.us/menu

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination,
and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks
associated with consumption of this product. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of
children.
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